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We give a complete analysis of indirect determinations of the top
quark mass in the Standard Model by introducing a systematic
procedure to identify observables that receive quantum correc-
tions enhanced by powers of Mt. We discuss how to use flavour
physics as a tool to extract the top quark mass. Although present
data give only a poor determination, we show how future theoret-
ical and experimental progress in flavour physics can lead to an
accuracy in Mt well below 2 GeV. We revisit determinations of Mt
from electroweak data, showing how an improved measurement of
the W mass leads to an accuracy at the level of 1 GeV.
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1 Introduction
The top quark mass (Mt) is a key input parameter of the Standard Model (SM). Since the
top quark is the heaviest particle in the SM, its Yukawa coupling yt is sizeable and plays
a crucial role in determining the predictions of the theory at the quantum level. A precise
determination of Mt is crucial for:
• Stability of the electroweak vacuum. Assuming that no new physics modifies the
short-distance behaviour of the SM, top-quark loops destabilise the Higgs potential
creating a deeper minimum at large field value. The measured SM parameters lie
so close to the critical condition for the formation of the large-field minimum that
the instability scale can fluctuate from 1010 GeV to the Planck scale with a variation
of Mt of merely 2 GeV [1, 2]. Any such small change in Mt can have a substantial
effect in the evolution of the universe at the inflationary epoch [3] and determine the
viability of scenarios of Higgs inflation [4]. A more precise determination of Mt will
add important information to our knowledge of particle physics and cosmology.
• Supersymmetric predictions for the Higgs mass. Within the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model, the soft-breaking scale that reproduces the observed Higgs mass has
a strong dependence on Mt. For tan β = 1, the supersymmetry-breaking scale is large
and roughly coincides with the SM stability scale discussed above. For tan β = 20,
maximal stop mixing and degenerate sparticles, precision computations [5] find that
the supersymmetry-breaking scale varies from 1.7 to 2.5 TeV when Mt is varied by
one standard deviation around its present best-fit value.
The most precise quoted value of the top-quark pole mass comes from the combination of
LHC and Tevatron measurements [6]
(Mt)pole = 173.34± 0.76 GeV . (1)
A theoretical concern about the extraction of Mt from data is that the pole top mass is not
a physical observable. This means that its experimental determination is done through
the measurement of other physical observables (final-state invariant masses, kinematic
distributions, total rates) that are especially sensitive to Mt. These measurements are
compared to the results of theoretical calculations, which are expressed in terms of Mt in a
well-defined renormalisation scheme. In the context of hadron colliders, the extraction of
Mt suffers from a variety of effects linked to hadronization that are not fully accountable by
perturbative QCD calculations, like bound-state effects of the tt¯ pairs, parton showering,
and other non-perturbative corrections (see [7] for a thorough discussion). In practice, the
extraction of Mt relies on modelling based on Monte-Carlo generators, and this is why [8]
refers to Mt in eq. (1) as “Monte-Carlo mass”. Its relation to any short-distance definition
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of the top mass has an inherent ambiguity due to infrared non-perturbative effects, which
probably amount to about 0.3 GeV. Much work is ongoing both on the experimental and
the theoretical sides to control the size of the errors at this level.
Alternative methods to extract Mt have been proposed, with the aim of finding ob-
servables whose prediction is theoretically more robust. One interesting possibility is to
identify observables that can be computed in QCD beyond the leading order in terms of
the running top mass evaluated at a sufficiently high-energy scale, so that the perturbative
expansion is completely reliable. The running top mass is then translated into the pole
mass by means of a relation now known at four-loops in QCD [9]. This programme has
been applied to the total inclusive tt¯ cross section [10], from which it was possible to extract
the following values of the pole top mass:
(Mt)σtt¯ =
{
172.9± 2.6 GeV ATLAS [11]
176.7± 2.9 GeV CMS [12] . (2)
Although the result is theoretically more transparent, the uncertainties in eq. (2) are still
significantly larger than that in eq. (1).
These considerations justify the search for alternative strategies to determine Mt, and
this will be the subject of our paper. Given that the top is the only quark associated to a
sizeable Yukawa coupling, loop effects in the SM are potentially very sensitive to Mt. Our
goal is to identify all processes that receive quantum corrections enhanced by powers of
Mt (in the limit Mt MW ) and infer Mt from their measurements.
With the experimental confirmation that the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) ma-
trix gives an overall successful explanation of the transitions among different quark gener-
ations, the main interest of flavour physics has turned towards the search for new effects
beyond the SM. Indeed, flavour physics provides a unique tool to explore indirectly new
physics, in a way often complementary to high-energy probes at colliders. However, in
this paper we want to argue that new developments are guiding us towards a novel use
of flavour physics data. On the experimental side, the lack of anomalous signals from
the LHC suggests that new physics may lie at energy scales much higher than previously
expected. On the theoretical side, present or upcoming improved calculations of flavour
processes in the SM are opening new frontiers in precision measurements. In light of these
developments, in this paper we propose to use the comparison between experimental data
and theoretical predictions of flavour processes as a way to extract the top quark mass,
under the assumption that the SM is valid up to very short distance scales.1
Our strategy is not new: the history of predicting quark masses from loop-induced
flavour processes is glorious, with some of these predictions made even before the actual
1For an earlier attempt to determine the top mass from B–B¯ and the rare kaon decays K+ → pi+νν¯,
KL → pi0νν¯, see ref. [13].
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discovery of the corresponding particle. This is the case of the charm-quark mass, whose
value was inferred from theoretical considerations on K–K¯ mixing [14] or of the top-quark
mass, extracted using B–B¯ data [15]. The use of flavour data for an indirect determination
of Mt is fairly robust from the theoretical point of view, since it relies on controllable SM
calculations, in which non-perturbative effects are restricted to a few well-known hadronic
parameters, now under careful scrutiny by lattice calculations. In this paper, we describe
the status of the extraction of the top mass from the fit of flavour data, finding (Mt)flavour =
(173.4±7.8) GeV. The uncertainty of this extraction is too large to be competitive with the
direct measurements. However, taking into account foreseeable progress in perturbative
and lattice calculations, on one side, and experimental measurements, on the other side,
our projection for the future is that the error can be brought to about 1.7 GeV.
In our analysis we use the pole top mass Mt as the physical quantity extracted from
the fits, deriving it, whenever is needed, from the running MS top mass mt(mt) through
the O(α4s) perturbative expression given in section 3. This choice is dictated mostly by our
desire to make the results more transparent and to adopt the same variable currently used
by experimentalists. However, given that the pole mass, unlike the running MS, suffers
from an O(ΛQCD) inherent ambiguity, it may become more appropriate in the future, when
higher accuracy is reached, to modify this choice, abandoning Mt in favour of mt(mt).
An important byproduct of our analysis is that the top-mass extraction can be regarded
as a well-defined motivation for improved experimental measurements and theoretical cal-
culations in flavour physics. While the exploration for new-physics effects remains the
most exciting part of the flavour physics programme, the extraction of Mt defines a clear
and concrete benchmark that can be used to determine the goals that experimental and
theoretical improvements should aim for.
With the aim of an indirect determination of the top mass, in this paper we also
reconsider global fits of electroweak observables, finding (Mt)EW = (177.0 ± 2.6) GeV, in
good agreement with previous studies [16, 17]. We find that the determination of Mt is
dominated by the measurement of MW . A reduction of the error in the measurement of
MW to about 8 MeV, as foreseeable at the LHC [16], can bring down the uncertainty on
Mt to 1.2 GeV.
Most of our considerations would be superseded by a futuristic e+e− collider operating
at the tt¯ threshold. Such a collider would allow for an unprecedented determination of
the top mass. Scans of the tt¯ pair production would reach a statistical accuracy on the
mass measurement of about 20–30 MeV [18]. Recent N3LO calculations can relate such
measurements to a well-definedMt, with a theoretical uncertainty below about 50 MeV [19].
Our paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we present a systematic procedure
to identify observables sensitive, at the quantum level, to powers of the top mass. We
discuss present and future top mass determinations from flavour data in section 3 and 4,
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respectively, and from electroweak precision data in section 5. Conclusions are given in
section 6.
2 Mt dependence of observables in the heavy-top limit
The large top Yukawa coupling offers the possibility of reconstructing Mt from SM quantum
effects. In order to identify the physical observables that are most sensitive to the top mass
at the one-loop level, we develop here a systematic procedure to extract the leading Mt
dependence predicted by the SM. We work in the heavy-top limit [20], in which the masses
of the W and Z bosons are neglected with respect to Mt. This is achieved by considering
a gauge-less theory with massive quarks, the Higgs boson h, and 3 Goldstone bosons ~χ
(related by the equivalence theorem [21] to the longitudinal components of the W and Z),
where the only quark interaction is
L = yt t¯RH
T
(
Vti diL
−tL
)
+ h.c. (3)
Here yt is the top Yukawa coupling, V is the CKM matrix, and we are working in a basis
in which both quark mass matrices are simultaneously diagonal. The Higgs doublet H is
given by
H =
1√
2
e
i~σ·~χ
v
(
0
v + h
)
, (4)
where v = 246 GeV is the symmetry breaking scale. We can explicitly write eq. (3) as
L = − yt√
2
(cos |~χ|/v) (v + h) t¯t
+ yt
(
sin |~χ|/v
|~χ|/v
)(
1 +
h
v
)[
i√
2
χ0t¯γ5t+
(
χ+t¯RVti diL + h.c.
)]
, (5)
where χ0 and χ± are the neutral and charged Goldstones, and |~χ|2 = χ02 + 2χ+χ−. The
next step is to integrate out the top quark using the interactions in eq. (5). The top-less
effective theory will contain a set of effective operators whose coefficients readily describe
the leading top-mass dependence in the large Mt limit.
∆ρ
At the level of dimension-4 operators, the first diagram in fig. 1 leads to a wave-function
renormalisation of the Goldstone fields that violates the custodial SU(2) symmetry under
which ~χ transforms as a triplet. Simple power counting shows that this correction is
O(y2t /16pi2), so we expect a quadratic sensitivity to Mt. Indeed, explicit calculation of the
5
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams illustrating the effective operators generated by integrating
out the top quark. Also shown is the power counting estimate of their sensitivity to the top
mass. Dashed lines denote the Higgs boson (h) or the Goldstones (χ); solid lines denote
the quarks.
diagram in fig. 1 (together with a one-loop diagram obtained from the ~χ 2t¯t vertex, needed
to cancel contributions at zero external momentum) reproduces the well-known result for
the correction to the parameter ρ ≡M2W/cos θ2WM2Z = 1 + ∆ρ
∆ρ =
3y2t
32pi2
=
3GFM
2
t
8
√
2pi2
. (6)
Z → bb¯, K → piνν¯ and Bs → `+`−
At the level of dimension-5 operators, the second diagram in fig. 1 leads to an effective cou-
pling d¯Lγ
µdL(∂µχ
0) between a left-handed down current and the derivative of the neutral
Goldstone χ0, which affects the Z couplings. By power counting we estimate the coefficient
of the dimension-5 operator to be of order |Vtd|2y3t /(16pi2Mt), which corresponds again to a
quadratic sensitivity on Mt. Explicit calculation of the diagram in fig. 1 gives a correction
to the Zd¯idj vertex
∆gijL =
V ∗tiVtj y
2
t
32pi2
. (7)
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The coupling gL is defined from
g
cos θW
d¯i
(
gijLPL + g
ij
RPR
)
/Zdj , (8)
where in the SM at tree level
gijL =
(
−1
2
+
sin2 θW
3
)
δij , g
ij
R =
sin2 θW
3
δij . (9)
The vertex correction in eq. (7) gives a quadratic sensitivity to Mt in the Z → bb¯ decay
width
Γ(Z → bb¯) = ρGFM
3
Z
pi
√
2
[
(gbbL + ∆g
bb
L )
2 + (gbbR )
2
]
, (10)
(here given for simplicity in the limit of vanishing bottom mass and neglecting QCD cor-
rections) and in the contribution to the effective Hamiltonians describing K → piνν¯ and
Bs → `+`−
HeffK→piνν¯ =
∆gsdL
2v2
(s¯Lγ
µdL)(ν¯
`
Lγµν
`
L) + h.c. , (11)
HeffBs→`+`− = −
∆gbsL
2v2
(b¯Lγ
µsL)(¯`Lγµ`L) + h.c. (12)
The effects of eq.s (11)–(12) in the corresponding branching ratios grow as M4t . These
results agree with the leading Mt term of the known full one-loop calculation in the SM.
∆mBq and K
The third diagram in fig. 1 leads to a dimension-6 operator involving four dL fields. The
estimate of the coefficient is (V ∗tiVtj)
2y4t /(16pi
2M2t ), exhibiting quadratic sensitivity to the
top mass. Computing the diagram in fig. 1, we find the ∆F = 2 interaction
Heff∆F=2 =
y2t (V
∗
tiVtj)
2
256pi2 v2
(d¯iLγ
µdjL)(d¯iLγµdjL) + h.c. (13)
This gives a contribution to CP-conserving and CP-violating observables in meson–antimeson
mixing with quadratic sensitivity on Mt, in the heavy-top limit. On the other hand, the
charm-top one loop contribution to K has no power sensitivity on Mt, in agreement with
the full SM result.
Triple gauge boson vertices and WW scattering
The diagrams in the bottom row of fig. 1 yield a variety of dimension-5 or dimension-6
operators involving χ, h and derivatives, such as h(∂µχ)
2, χ(∂µχ)
2, h2(∂µχ)
2, and χ2(∂µχ)
2.
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The usual power counting shows that they have a quadratic sensitivity on the top mass.2
These operators contribute to physical observables in triple gauge boson vertices and WW
scattering. Experimental sensitivity to these effects is too poor to allow for any significant
determination of Mt. For this reason, we disregard these processes in our analysis, albeit
their M2t dependence.
B → Xsγ
With the rules of the heavy-top effective theory, it is also easy to identify processes which
have no power sensitivity on Mt. Such processes lead to poor determinations of Mt because,
in the large Mt limit, one finds at best logarithmic dependences on the top mass. One
example is B → Xsγ, for which the coefficient of the corresponding dimension-6 operator
mbs¯Lσ
µνbRFµν is estimated to be eVtbV
∗
tsy
2
t /(16pi
2M2t ). The lack of power sensitivity on Mt
is confirmed by the full result [22, 23] which, for Mt in the vicinity of its physical value,
gives
BR(B → Xsγ) ∝
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)0.38
. (14)
For this reason, we will not include B → Xsγ in our analysis.
Higgs physics
The heavy-top effective theory also shows that, at present, Higgs physics is not a useful
player in the game of extracting Mt. The Higgs decays h → γγ, γZ can be induced
by the operators hF 2µν , hFµνZµν , h(∂µχ
0)∂νFµν , whose coefficients are estimated to be
e2yt/(16pi
2Mt) (for the first two, which are dimension-5) and ey
2
t /(16pi
2M2t ) (for the third,
which is dimension-6). This corresponds to the well-known result that the amplitudes for
h→ γγ, γZ quickly saturate in the large Mt limit. Indeed, from the full SM result we find,
for Mt around its physical value,
Γ(h→ γγ) ∝
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)0.037
, Γ(h→ Zγ) ∝
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)0.014
. (15)
For the same reason, also h ↔ gg offers negligible sensitivity to variations of Mt around
its physical value.
Another potential effect comes from the dimension-5 operator h(∂µχ)
2, generated by
the first Feynman diagram in the bottom row of fig. 1, whose coefficient is O(y3t /16pi2Mt).
2There is also an O(y4t /16pi2) correction to hh → hh scattering and to the triple Higgs coupling.
The sensitivity of the Higgs self-coupling to y4t at the quantum level explains the importance of the
top-mass measurement for vacuum stability considerations and for the calculation of the Higgs mass in
supersymmetry.
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An explicit evaluation of the diagram gives the following correction to the Higgs decay
width into weak gauge bosons
∆Γ(h→ WW ∗, ZZ∗)
Γ(h→ WW ∗, ZZ∗) = −
5y2t
32pi2
, (16)
which agrees at the leading order in yt with the known SM result [24]. Even a futuristic
measurement of the branching ratio at 1% could not determine Mt with an error better
than 50 GeV. The decays h→ ZZ,WW , in spite of their quadratic sensitivity on the top
mass, in practice give no probe of Mt because they are dominated by tree-level effects.
The process in which the Higgs is radiated off a tt¯ pair offers a direct measurement
of the top Yukawa coupling. However, the predicted precision in the determination of
the ratio between the Higgs couplings to top and gluon is in the range 13–17% for the
LHC with 300 fb−1 and 6–8% at HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1 [25]. This will never become
competitive with other methods for extracting Mt available in the future. More interesting
is the case of a hadron collider at 100 TeV, where studies of the ratio tt¯h/tt¯Z could lead
to a determination of the top Yukawa with one-percent accuracy.
We conclude this section by remarking how our analysis based on the heavy-top effective
theory, after integrating out the top with interactions given in eq. (5), was useful to identify
the observables most sensitive to Mt. However, for deriving quantitative results on Mt and
obtain reliable determinations, we have to turn to the full SM expressions of the relevant
observables.
3 Extracting Mt from flavour data
We start by reviewing the basic relations among CKM matrix elements needed for our
study. Defining the four parameters λ, A, ρ, η as
λ ≡ |Vus|√|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 , A ≡ |Vcb|λ|Vus| , %− iη ≡ VubAλ3 , (17)
the CKM matrix in the Wolfenstein parametrisation [26] becomes
V ≡
Vud Vus VubVcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
 = (18)
 1− λ
2
2 − λ
4
8 +O(λ6) λ+O(λ7) Aλ3(%−iη)
−λ+A2λ5(12−%−iη) +O(λ7) 1− λ
2
2 − λ
4
2 (
1
4 +A
2) +O(λ6) Aλ2 +O(λ8)
Aλ3(1−%−iη) + Aλ52 (%+iη) +O(λ7) −Aλ2+Aλ4(12 − %−iη) +O(λ6) 1−A
2λ4
2 +O(λ6)
 ,
9
b
t
βγ
α
C=(0,0) B=(1,0)
R
R
A=(ρ,η)
Figure 2: The unitarity triangle.
in agreement with previous results [27]. Unitarity yields the condition
VudV
∗
ub
VcdV
∗
cb
+
VtdV
∗
tb
VcdV
∗
cb
+ 1 = 0 , (19)
which can be represented as a triangle in the complex plane, see fig. 2. The vertex A of
the triangle is given by
%¯+ iη¯ ≡ −VudV
∗
ub
VcdV
∗
cb
= (%+ iη)
{
1− λ
2
2
+ λ4
[
A2
(
1
2
− %− iη
)
− 1
8
]
+O(λ6)
}
, (20)
while the lengths of the sides CA and BA, denoted by Rb and Rt, respectively, are given
by
Rb ≡ |VudV
∗
ub|
|VcdV ∗cb|
=
√
%¯2 + η¯2 =
|Vub|
λ|Vcb|
[
1− λ
2
2
+O(λ4)
]
, (21)
Rt ≡ |VtdV
∗
tb|
|VcdV ∗cb|
=
√
(1− %¯)2 + η¯2 = |Vtd|
λ|Vcb|
[
1 +O(λ4)] . (22)
The angles β and γ of the triangle are given by the expressions
Rb =
sin(β)
sin(γ + β)
, Rt =
sin(γ)
sin(γ + β)
, (23)
which allow us to write the coordinates of the vertex A as
%¯ = Rb cos γ = 1−Rt cos β , η¯ = Rb sin γ = Rt sin β , (24)
or, equivalently,
1
%¯
= 1 +
tan γ
tan β
,
1
η¯
=
1
tan β
+
1
tan γ
. (25)
When searching for new physics, it is customary to determine the four independent
CKM parameters from tree-level observables, which are presumed to be well described by
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the SM, and then use this determination to predict loop processes, which are expected to
hide new effects beyond the SM.
In this paper, we take a different perspective: we are assuming the SM to be exactly
valid and we are interested in extracting Mt from flavour processes. We then fix the four
CKM parameters from the most precise measurements that do not depend on Mt, even if
they arise at loop level3:
|Vus|, |Vcb|, γ, β . (26)
The parameters λ and A are related to |Vus| and |Vcb| in the usual way, while the expressions
of % and η in terms of γ and β are given in eq.s (20) and (25). With this prescription,
any element of the CKM matrix in eq. (18) can be expressed in terms of the parameters
in eq. (26). In particular, for our analysis we will need the following combinations
|VtdV ∗tb| = |Vus||Vcb|
sin γ
sin(γ + β)
[
1 +O(λ4)] , (27)
|VtsV ∗tb| = |Vcb|
[
1− λ
2 sin(γ − β)
2 sin(γ + β)
+O(λ4)
]
, (28)
Reλt = −|Vcb|2|Vus| sin γ cos β
sin(γ + β)
[
1 + λ2
(
1
2
− sin γ
cos β sin(γ + β)
)
+O(λ4)
]
, (29)
Reλc = −|Vus|
[
1− λ
2
2
+O(λ4)
]
, (30)
Imλt = −Imλc = |Vcb|2|Vus| sin γ sin β
sin(γ + β)
[
1 +
λ2
2
+O(λ4)
]
, (31)
where λi = VidV
∗
is (with i = c, t).
Since the SM predictions for flavour observables are often expressed in terms of the
running MS top quark mass mt(mt), it is useful to give here the relation between the pole
top mass Mt and mt(mt). Accounting for QCD corrections only
4 we find [9]
Mt
mt(mt)
= 1 + 0.4244αs + 0.8345α
2
s + 2.375α
3
s + (8.49± 0.25)α4s = 1.060302(35) , (32)
3An alternative to our choice of CKM input variables could be to take |Vub| instead of γ, since present
relative errors of these two quantities are comparable, see table 1. We prefer the choice in eq. (26) for
two reasons. First, |Vub| induces larger uncertainties in the CKM combinations relevant to our analysis.
Second, γ is expected to be determined more precisely than |Vub| in the future, see table 1. Thus, we treat
|Vub| as a derived quantity, obtained from |Vub| = |Vus||Vcb|sinβ/sin(γ + β)[1 + λ2/2 +O(λ4)].
4This is appropriate for flavour effects where higher-order electroweak corrections have not yet been
computed. When electroweak corrections have been computed, the result is expressed in terms of Mt, such
that no conversion in necessary.
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where αs ≡ α(6)s (mt) = 0.1088. As remarked in the introduction, our choice to express
results in terms of Mt follows from standard practice, but has the disadvantage of using a
quantity that it is affected by non-perturbative uncertainties of order ΛQCD.
We can now proceed the to discuss the extraction of the top mass from various flavour
processes sensitive to Mt.
∆mBs
The mass differences of the B0s,d–B¯
0
s,d systems in the SM can be written as [43]
∆mBq =
G2F
6pi2
mBqM
2
W BˆBqf
2
BqηBS0(xt)|VtqV ∗tb|2 , q = d, s , (33)
where ηB accounts for NLO QCD corrections. The LO loop function S0(xt) depends on
xt = 2y
2
t /g
2
2, where g2 is the coupling of the SM gauge group SU(2)L and yt is the top-
Yukawa coupling, and is given by
S0(xt) =
4xt − 11x2t + x3t
4(1− xt)2 −
3x3t log xt
2(1− xt)3 ≈ 2.32
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)1.52
. (34)
The latter equality shows the sensitivity of ∆Md,s to the top mass in the proximity of its
physical value. From eq. (33) we obtain the following value for ∆mBs
∆mBs =
16.9± 1.4
ps
(√
BˆBsfBs
261 MeV
)2(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)1.52( |VtsV ∗tb|
0.0401
)2(
ηB
0.55
)
. (35)
Matching this expression with the measurement of ∆mBs reported in table 1, we find
(Mt)∆mBs = (179.3± 9.7) GeV . (36)
Therefore, the current extraction of Mt from ∆mBs is affected by an uncertainty of about
5%.
∆mBd
The SM prediction for ∆mBd is
∆mBd =
0.54± 0.08
ps
(√
BˆBdfBd
213 MeV
)2(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)1.52( |VtdV ∗tb|
0.0088
)2(
ηB
0.55
)
, (37)
and the corresponding determination of the top mass Mt is
(Mt)∆mBd
= (167.0± 16.8) GeV , (38)
with an error at the 9% level. Note that the relevant CKM matrix elements and hadronic
parameters entering ∆mBd are currently less precisely known than those of ∆mBs (see
table 1) and this explains the smaller error on Mt in eq. (36) than in eq. (38).
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Observable Now (2015) Error 2020 Error 2025
|GF|×10−5(GeV−2) 1.16637(1) [28] – –
MW (GeV) 80.385(15) [28] 8 [16] 5 [29]
MZ(GeV) 91.1876(21) [28] – –
sin2 θW 0.23116(13) [28] 13 [16] 1.3 [16]
α−1em(MZ) 128.952(13) [28] – –
αs(MZ) 0.1184(7) [28] 7 [16] 7 [16]
mc(mc)(GeV) 1.279(13) [30] – –
mK(MeV) 497.614(24) [28] – –
mBs(MeV) 5366.8(2) [28] – –
mBd(MeV) 5279.2(2) [28] – –
∆mK(ps
−1) 0.005292(9) [28] – –
∆mBd(ps
−1) 0.510(3) [31] – –
∆mBs(ps
−1) 17.757(21) [31] – –
τ sH(ps) 1.607(10) [31] – –
|Vus| 0.2249(9) [32] 6 [33] 6 [33]
|Vcb| × 103 40.9(11) [32] 4 [33, 34] 3 [33,34]
|Vub| × 103 3.81(40) [32] 10 [33,34] 8 [33,34]
sin 2β 0.679(20) [31] 16 [33,34] 8 [33, 34]
γ (73.2+6.3−7.0)
◦ [31] 3◦ [33–35] 1◦ [33–35]
B(Bs→µ+µ−)×109 2.8(7) [31] 3 [33,34] 1.3 [33,34]
B(K+→pi+νν¯)×1011 17.3+11.5−10.5 [31] 0.8 [33,34] 0.4 [33,34]
B(KL → pi0νν¯)×1011 − 2 [33,34] 0.3 [33,34]
|K | × 10−3 2.228(11) [28] – –
fK(MeV) 156.3(9) [32] 6 [33] 4 [33]
BˆK 0.766(10) [32] 7 [33] 4 [33]
κ 0.94(2) [36] ? ?
ηB 0.55(1) [37] 0.5 [38] 0.2 [38]
ηcc 1.87(76) [39] ? ?
ηct 0.496(47) [40] ? ?
ηtt 0.5765(65) [37] 30 [38] 10 [38]
δPc(X)/Pc(X) 0.408(24) [41,42] ? ?
fBs(MeV) 226(5) [32] 2 [33] 1 [33]
BˆBs 1.33(6) [32] 2 [33] 0.7 [33]
fBs/fBd 1.204(16) [32] 10 [33] 5 [33]
BˆBs/BˆBd 1.03(8) [32] 2 [33] 0.5 [33]
Table 1: Present values and future uncertainties for the most relevant quantities of our
analysis. In the predictions for future errors we use the symbol “–” when no significant
improvement is expected, and the symbol “?” when improvement is expected but difficult
to quantify.
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K
The SM prediction for |εK | can be written as [43]
|εK |=−κεG
2
Ff
2
KmKM
2
W BˆK
6
√
2pi2∆mK
Imλt
[
Reλt ηttS0(xt) + Reλc (ηctS0(xc, xt)− ηccxc)
]
, (39)
where we have used Imλt = −Imλc, see eq. (31). The multiplicative factor κε [36] arises
from long-distance contributions 5, and the parameters ηtt, ηct, and ηcc accounts for QCD
corrections. So far, ηtt has been calculated at the NLO while ηct and ηcc at the NNLO [39,
40]. The loop function S0(xt) is given in eq. (44) and S0(xc, xt) is [43]
S0(xc, xt) = xc
[
log
xt
xc
− 3xt
4(1− xt) −
3x2t log xt
4(1− xt)2
]
≈ 2.24× 10−3
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)0.13
, (40)
where xc = m
2
c(mc)/M
2
W and mc(mc) is the MS charm-quark mass. Inserting the numerical
values, we find
|εK |
10−3
= (1.56± 0.23)
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)1.52
+ (0.50± 0.19) , (41)
which matches the experimental measurement of |εK | for
(Mt)|εK | = (185.5± 22.2) GeV , (42)
with a 12% error.
Bs → µ+µ−
The decay Bs → µ+µ− has been observed by a combined analysis of CMS and LHCb
data [45]. Although the experimental error is still quite large, see table 1, much progress
is expected soon. The SM prediction for BR(Bs → µ+µ−) at leading order is [43]
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) =
α2em(MZ)G
2
F m
2
µ f
2
Bs
mBsτ
s
H
16pi3 sin4 θW
√
1− m
2
µ
m2Bs
|VtsV ∗tb|2Y 20 (xt) , (43)
where αem(MZ) = 128.952(13), see table 1, and Y0(xt) is the loop function
Y0(xt) =
xt
8
[
xt − 4
xt − 1 +
3xt
(xt − 1)2 log xt
]
≈ 0.96
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)1.56
. (44)
The NLO QCD corrections have been included in [46] and found to be very small when
using the running MS top mass in Y0(xt). The discovery of Bs → µ+µ− has motivated
5Recently [44] found κ = 0.963(14) using the most recent lattice QCD inputs.
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improved SM calculations and NNLO QCD and NLO electroweak corrections have been
computed [47]. Updating the numerical result of [47] by making use of the input parameters
of table 1, we find
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) = (3.33± 0.05)× 10−9RtαRs , (45)
where Rtα and Rs are
Rtα =
(
αs(MZ)
0.1184
)−0.18(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)3.06
, (46)
Rs =
(
fBs
226 MeV
)2( |Vcb|
0.0409
)2( |VtsV ∗tb/Vcb|
0.980
)2
τ sH
1.607 ps
, (47)
and |VtsV ∗tb/Vcb| is given in eq. (28). Finally, we find
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) = (3.33± 0.24)× 10−9
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)3.06
, (48)
where the uncertainty comes mostly from Vcb and, to a lesser extent, from fBs . Comparing
the experimental result for BR(Bs → µ+µ−) quoted in table 1 with eq. (48), we end up
with the following prediction for Mt
(Mt)Bs→µµ = (163.8± 14.7) GeV , (49)
which suffers from an uncertainty of about 9%.
K+ → pi+νν¯
The branching ratio for K+ → pi+νν¯ in the SM can be written as [43]
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯) = κ˜+
[(
Imλt
λ5
X(xt)
)2
+
(
Reλc
λ
Pc(xc) +
Reλt
λ5
X(xt)
)2]
, (50)
where κ˜+ accounts for the hadronic matrix element, which can be extracted from the
semi-leptonic decays of K+, KL and KS mesons [48], and electromagnetic corrections
κ˜+ = (5.155± 0.025)× 10−11
(
λ
0.2249
)8
(1 + ∆EM) , (51)
with ∆EM = −0.003. X(xt) and Pc(xc) are the loop functions for the top and charm quark
contributions. The value of Pc(xc) is given by
Pc(xc) = P
SD
c (xc) + δPc,u = 0.408± 0.024 , (52)
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where P SDc (xc) = 0.368±0.013, obtained from the results of [41] using the inputs of table 1,
and δPc,u = 0.04± 0.02 [42] arise from short-distance (NNLO QCD and NLO electroweak
corrections) and long-distance contributions, respectively. On the other hand, the loop
function X(xt) can be written as
X(xt) = X0(xt) +
αs
4pi
X1(xt) +
α
4pi
Xew(xt) , (53)
where X0(xt) accounts for the LO result [43]
X0(xt) =
xt
8
[
xt + 2
xt − 1 +
3xt − 6
(xt − 1)2 log xt
]
≈ 1.50
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)1.15
, (54)
while X1(xt) and Xew(xt) are relative to NLO QCD and electroweak corrections, respec-
tively.
The full two-loop electroweak corrections to the top-quark contribution Xt has been
computed [49], bringing the theoretical uncertainty related to electroweak effects well below
1%. A very accurate approximation of the full result is captured by the expression [49]
X(xt) =
[
ηX − αem
4pi
(
A−B C Mt173.34 GeV +D Mt
173.34 GeV
)]
X0(xt) , (55)
where ηX = 0.985 stems from NLO QCD corrections, while A'B ' 1.12, C ' 1.15, and
D'0.18 arise from NLO electroweak corrections.
Using the inputs of table 1, we find the following prediction for BR(K+ → pi+νν¯)
BR(K+ → pi+νν¯) = (8.42± 0.61)× 10−11 . (56)
Even if K+ → pi+νν¯ has been already observed, its experimental resolution is so poor (see
table 1) that any extraction of Mt from K
+ → pi+νν¯ is meaningless at present. For this
reason, we postpone the determination of Mt to the next section, where we discuss future
theoretical and experimental improvements.
KL → pi0νν¯
The branching ratio for KL → pi0νν¯ in the SM is fully dominated by the diagrams with
internal top exchanges, with the charm contribution well below 1%. It can be written as
follows [43]
BR(KL → pi0νν¯) = κL
[
Imλt
λ5
X(xt)
]2
, (57)
where κL accounts for the hadronic matrix element and is given by [48]
κL = (2.223± 0.013)× 10−10
(
λ
0.2249
)8
. (58)
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Due to the absence of the charm contribution in eq. (57), the theoretical uncertainties in
BR(KL → pi0νν¯) arise only from the CKM matrix elements. We find that the current
prediction for BR(KL → pi0νν¯) is
BR(KL → pi0νν¯) = (2.64± 0.41)× 10−11 , (59)
where we have used the inputs of table 1.
This process has not been observed yet. Future prospects for the extraction of Mt from
KL → pi0νν¯ will be addressed in the next section.
Global fit
The determinations of Mt from the various flavour processes and their combination are
summarised in fig. 3. Our result for the pole top mass extracted from flavour physics is
(Mt)flavour = (173.4± 7.8) GeV . (60)
This result is compatible with the collider determination in eq. (1), but the error is too
large to be competitive.
In principle, the extraction of (Mt)flavour would require a global fit of all flavour observ-
ables in which the CKM parameters and the top mass are allowed to float independently.
However, in practice, our procedure of fixing the CKM parameters in eq. (26) from pro-
cesses that are insensitive to Mt and then determine Mt from the remaining observables
is perfectly adequate and leads to results identical to those from a global fit. Actually, as
shown in fig. 3, the determination of Mt is dominated by ∆mBs , which depends on the
CKM parameters only through the combination |VtsV ∗tb|. Equation (28) shows that this
combination is equal to |Vcb|, up to a dependence on the angles γ and β suppressed by two
powers of λ. This means that essentially |Vcb| alone drives the error on the determination
of Mt attributable to CKM elements, while the less precisely known parameters γ and β
play only a minor role. As we will show in the next section, Bs → µ+µ− will soon become
an equally important process for the determination of Mt and its CKM dependence, as in
the case of ∆mBs , is given by |VtsV ∗tb|. So our conclusion that |Vcb| is the most important
CKM parameter for Mt extraction is likely to hold true even after future theoretical and
experimental improvements. Let us turn now to discuss our forecast for the future of Mt
determinations from flavour processes.
4 Future determinations of Mt from flavour
The current determination of Mt from flavour processes in eq. (60) will soon improve
thanks to upcoming experimental and theoretical progress. Figure 4 (left panel) shows
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150 160 170 180 190 200
Pole top mass Mt in GeV
Present fits and projections for 2020 HredL and 2025 HgreenL
DmBd 166.6 ± 15.9
DmBs 178.7 ± 9.8
Bs®Μ
+Μ- 163.8 ± 14.1
K+ ® Π+ΝΝ 179.2 ± 166.6
ΕK 185.6 ± 22.9
Global flavor fit 173.4 ± 7.8
direct 173.3 ± 0.8
Figure 3: Summary of present and future determinations of Mt from flavour data. For
future projections, we have fixed the central value of Mt to the present direct measurement.
how the uncertainty on the value of Mt extracted from the global fit changes, as we vary
the uncertainties of each observable one at a time. We only show the effect of the input
parameters that have a significant impact. We see that more precise measurements of
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) and Vcb, and a more precise computation of Bˆ1/2Bs fBs are the key elements
for improvements in the determination of Mt.
However, future improvements will come simultaneously from many observables. Thus,
in this section we estimate the future situation, in light of new measurements from LHCb,
Belle II, and NA62, progress in unquenched lattice QCD calculations, as well as improve-
ments in theoretical calculations of QCD and electroweak short-distance effects. We will
outline the error budget of each flavour observable aiming to quantify the improvements
needed to bring the error on Mt at the 1% level.
Future determinations of Mt from ∆mBs
In the case of ∆mBs , the error budget is
δ(∆mBs) =
(
±1.07
Bˆ
1/2
Bs
fBs
± 0.91|Vcb| ± 0.31ηB
)
ps−1 , (61)
where, hereafter, we always assume the current SM central values. Eq. (61) clearly shows
that the major sources of errors arise from (in order of importance): i) the hadronic
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Figure 4: Uncertainty on the value of Mt extracted from flavour (left) and electroweak
data (right) as the uncertainties on some key observables are varied one at a time.
parameters Bˆ
1/2
Bs
fBs , ii) the CKM matrix elements |Vts| ≈ |Vcb| , and iii) short-distance
QCD effects encoded in the parameter ηB. On the other hand, the experimental error on
∆mBs is ±0.02exp, thus, totally negligible.
The goal of lattice QCD, concerning the calculation of quantities related to flavour
physics, is to reach a resolution at the 1% level (or even slightly better) by 2025, see table
1. However, at this level of precision, one should also consider small effects such as isospin
breaking and electromagnetic effects, which areO[(md−mu)/ΛQCD] andO(α), respectively,
and thus at the 1% level. First lattice studies of isospin breaking and electromagnetic effects
have been performed in the last years leading to very promising results [50–52]. Moreover,
lattice calculations of form factors of exclusive semileptonic B-decays are crucial to extract
|Vcb| and |Vub|. They are extracted from more noisy three-point correlators and imply
an extrapolation in the transfer momentum, which is computationally intense. For the
semileptonic decays B → D/D∗`ν, however, one measures on the lattice the difference of
the form factor from unity (i.e. the SU(3) or heavy-quark symmetric limit), so that the
uncertainty on the form factor itself turns out to be smaller.
Concerning |Vcb|, there are discrepancies between its inclusive and exclusive extrapola-
tions from tree-level decays and Belle II should resolve this problem.6 Overall, exclusive
determinations are expected to be more precise because they are easier to perform experi-
6In our analysis, we use the average of inclusive and exclusive determinations of ref. [32], see table 1,
which does not include the most recent calculation of |Vcb|incl of ref. [53].
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mentally and also because the calculations of the relevant form factors from lattice QCD
are less challenging than in the inclusive case. Finally, the error associated with ηB will be
reduced significantly, at least by a factor of 3–4 once NNLO QCD and NLO electroweak
calculations will be available.
Assuming the expected improvements by about 2025, see table 1, we have
δ(∆mBs) =
(
± 0.17
Bˆ
1/2
Bs
fBs
± 0.25|Vcb| ± 0.06ηB
)
ps−1 , (62)
which corresponds to about a factor of 4 improvement in the overall error compared to the
current error, see eq. (61). We can determine δ(Mt)∆mBq imposing that the SM prediction
for ∆mBs matches its experimental measurement. This leads to the relation
δ(Mt)∆mBq
Mt
= ± 0.66
√√√√4(δBˆ1/2Bq fBq
Bˆ
1/2
Bq
fBq
)2
+ 4
(
δ|Vtq|
|Vtq|
)2
+
(
δηB
ηB
)2
+
(
δ∆mBq
∆mBq
)2
, (63)
where δ∆mBq refers to the experimental uncertainty on ∆mBq . Finally we find
δ(Mt)∆mBs ≈
{ ± 3.6 GeV (2020)
± 2.1 GeV (2025) , (64)
in good agreement with our numerical results in fig. 4. These values have to be compared
with the current uncertainty δ(Mt)∆mBs = ±10 GeV, see eq. (36).
Future determinations of Mt from ∆mBd
In the case of ∆mBd , the current error budget is
δ(∆mBd) =
(
± 0.056
Bˆ
1/2
Bd
fBd
± 0.029|Vcb| ± 0.001β ± 0.048γ ± 0.010ηB
)
ps−1 , (65)
while the experimental error ±0.003exp is negligible. Many considerations done for ∆mBs
hold here too, the only difference being that the uncertainties on BˆBdf
2
Bd
and |Vtd|2 are
larger than in the ∆mBs case. Assuming the expected improvements by 2025, see table 1,
we have
δ(∆mBd) =
(
± 0.008
Bˆ
1/2
Bd
fBd
± 0.008|Vcb| ± 0.001β ± 0.007γ ± 0.002ηB
)
ps−1 , (66)
which corresponds, as in the ∆mBs case, to about a factor of 4 improvement compared
to the current uncertainty. Notice that now the experimental error ±0.003exp is no longer
negligible. The projected errors on δ(Mt)∆mBd
by 2020 and 2025 can be found from eq. (63)
and read
δ(Mt)∆mBd
≈
{ ± 6.6 GeV (2020)
± 3.1 GeV (2025) , (67)
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in good agreement with our numerical results in fig. 4. These values have to be compared
with the current uncertainty δ(Mt)∆mBd
= ±16 GeV, see eq. (38). Therefore, by around
2025, the expected uncertainty on the value of Mt extracted from ∆mBd will be about
1.6%.
Future determinations of Mt from Bs → µ+µ−
In the case of BR(Bs → µ+µ−), not only theoretical but especially experimental uncer-
tainties have to be reduced significantly in order to extract the top mass with an improved
accuracy. On the experimental side, the LHCb collaboration aims at reaching a 10% res-
olution on BR(Bs→µ+µ−) in a few years. The final goal, after the LHCb upgrade, is a
resolution around (4−5)%. On the theoretical side, the main sources of uncertainties arise
from the decay constant fBs and |Vcb|. The error budget for BR(Bs → µ+µ−) is
δBR(Bs → µ+µ−)
10−9
= ± 0.05th ± 0.15fBs ± 0.18|Vcb| ± 0.02τsH , (68)
where± 0.06th stems from the estimated error from higher-order effects, as discussed in [47].
On the other hand, the experimental error ± 0.84exp is by far dominant at present. The
situation is expected to improve greatly in the future. By 2025 the error budget will be
δBR(Bs → µ+µ−)
10−9
= ± 0.01th ± 0.03fBs ± 0.05|Vcb| ± 0.02τsH , (69)
assuming that the errors from higher-order effects will be significantly reduced.
Matching the SM prediction, see eq. (45), with the experimental result leads to the
determination of the top mass uncertainty through the relation
δ(Mt)Bs→µµ
Mt
= ± 0.33
√
4
(
δfBs
fBs
)2
+ 4
(
δ|Vcb|
|Vcb|
)2
+
(
δτ sH
τ sH
)2
+
(
δBµµ
Bµµ
)2
, (70)
where δBµµ stands for the experimental error on Bµµ ≡ BR(Bs → µ+µ−). We predict,
δ(Mt)Bs→µµ ≈
{ ± 5.3 GeV (2020)
± 2.4 GeV (2025) , (71)
in good agreement with our numerical results in fig. 4.
Future determinations of Mt from K
In order to reduce significantly the determination from K , one would need to improve
especially the uncertainties on ηcc, ηct and Vcb. It is important to stress that a final answer
about the errors on ηcc and ηct are expected to come from lattice QCD calculations. In 2–3
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years, a fully controlled calculation reducing the total error coming from ηcc and ηct to the
1% level should be available, although this is a challenging task for lattice simulations.
Let us now study the current error budget of K which is given by
δK
10−3
= ± 0.17|Vcb| ± 0.14γ ± 0.05β ± 0.04Bˆ1/2K fK ± 0.15ηcc ± 0.08ηct ± 0.02ηtt ± 0.04κε . (72)
On the other hand, the expected error budget by 2025 is
δK
10−3
= ± 0.05|Vcb| ± 0.02γ ± 0.02β ± 0.02Bˆ1/2K fK ± 0.02κε,ηcc,ηct , (73)
where we have assumed that the non-perturbative uncertainties encoded in κε, ηcc and ηct
will almost disappear thanks to lattice calculations [54]. We find the following top mass
uncertainties
δ(Mt)K ≈
{ ± 8 GeV (2020)
± 5 GeV (2025) , (74)
in good agreement with our numerical results in fig. 4.
Future determinations of Mt from K
+ → pi+νν¯
In the case of BR(K+ → pi+νν¯), the by far dominant uncertainty comes from |Vcb| and
to a lesser extent from the long-distance effects encoded in Pc(X). Concerning the latter
uncertainty, there is ongoing activity by lattice QCD collaborations aiming to reduce it to
the 1% level in a few years from now.
On the experimental side, the NA62 experiment at CERN aims to measure BR(K+ →
pi+νν¯) with a 10% accuracy by 2018 while a 5% resolution could be the final goal of NA62.
The current error budget for BR(K+ → pi+νν¯) is
δBR(K+ → pi+νν¯)
10−11
= ± 0.52|Vcb| ± 0.43γ ± 0.02β ± 0.23Pc . (75)
By 2025 the error budget will presumably be
δBR(K+ → pi+νν¯)
10−11
= ± 0.14|Vcb| ± 0.07γ ± 0.01β , (76)
where we have assumed that the non-perturbative uncertainties encoded in Pc will dis-
appear thanks to lattice calculations [55]. We estimate the following future top mass
uncertainties
δ(Mt)K+→pi+νν¯ ≈
{ ± 12 GeV (2020)
± 7 GeV (2025) , (77)
in good agreement with our numerical results in fig. 4.
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Future determinations of Mt from KL → pi0νν¯
On the experimental side, the KOTO experiment at J-PARC plans to reach the SM level
for BR(KL → pi0νν¯) in a few years from now. The expected data corresponds to a few
events. With an upgrade of the KOTO experiment the final goal is to obtain a sample of
about 100 SM events, corresponding to a 10% resolution on BR(KL → pi0νν¯).
On the theoretical side, since BR(KL → pi0νν¯) is fully dominated by short-distance
effects, the main sources of uncertainties arise from |Vcb|, β and γ, see eq.s (31),(57). In
particular, the current error budget for BR(KL → pi0νν¯) is
δBR(KL → pi0νν¯)
10−11
= ± 0.28|Vcb| ± 0.23γ ± 0.19β . (78)
By 2025 the error budget will be
δBR(KL → pi0νν¯)
10−11
= ± 0.08|Vcb| ± 0.04γ ± 0.08β . (79)
We estimate that the top mass uncertainty will be
δ(Mt)KL→pi0νν¯
Mt
= ± 0.43
√
16
(
δ|Vcb|
|Vcb|
)2
+ 4
(
δRt sin β
Rt sin β
)2
+
(
δKνν
Kνν
)2
, (80)
where δKνν is the experimental error on Kνν ≡ BR(KL → pi0νν¯). Our projection is
δ(Mt)KL→pi0νν¯ ≈
{ ± 57.5 GeV (2020)
± 9.2 GeV (2025) . (81)
Global fit
The expected determinations of Mt by 2020 and 2025 from the various flavour processes
and their combination are summarised in fig. 3. From our global fit we predict
δ(Mt)flavour ≈ 3.1 GeV (2020) , (82)
δ(Mt)flavour ≈ 1.7 GeV (2025) . (83)
From fig. 3 we also learn that ∆mBs and Bs → µ+µ− are the most accurate Mt discrimi-
nators, while other observables like ∆mBd , K and K → piνν¯ play a sub-leading role. The
latter point is also illustrated by fig. 5, which shows how experimental improvements in
each flavour observable affect the uncertainty on Mt, assuming present (left) and future
(right) theory uncertainties.
We are ready now to summarise the main results of this section.
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Figure 5: Uncertainty on the value of Mt extracted from single flavour observables, as the
corresponding experimental errors are varied. The arrows mark the present experimental
uncertainties of the various observables. We assume present theory uncertainties (left)
and those predicted for around 2025 (right).
• Since ∆mBs and Bs → µ+µ− are the dominant observables and only depend on the
CKM parameters through the combination |VtsV ∗tb| = |Vcb|+O(λ2), the determination
of Mt essentially does not require a complete global fit analysis.
• A precise determination of Mt from ∆mBs requires substantial improvements of |Vcb|
and Bˆ
1/2
Bs
fBs , see eq. (33). Concerning |Vcb|, a joint effort of experiments and theory
is necessary. The measurements of B → D/D∗`ν branching ratios by Belle II and
lattice QCD calculations of the relevant form factors should enable us to extract |Vcb|
at or even below the 1% level by around 2025. At the same time Bˆ
1/2
Bs
fBs should
be calculated by lattice QCD with a precision of about 0.5%, see table 1. At this
level of precision, it will be mandatory to improve also theoretical calculations by the
inclusion of NNLO QCD and NLO electroweak short-distance effects. On the other
hand, the experimental resolution on ∆mBs , which is already at 0.1%, needs not to
be improved. As a result, we expect δ(Mt)∆mBs ≈ ± 2.1 GeV by about 2025.
• Unlike the ∆mBs case, a precise determination of Mt from Bs → µ+µ− requires
primarily experimental progress in the measurement of its branching ratio. On the
theory side, the leading uncertainties stem from fBs , |Vcb| and, to a lesser extent,
from higher-order effects which are estimated to induce an error of 1.5% [47]. By
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Pole top mass Mt in GeV
HMtLΕ1 = 178.1 ±  3.1
HMtLΕ2 = 199. ±  15.
HMtLΕ3 = 286. ±  109.
HMtLΕb = 158.9 ±  14.0
HMtLEW = 177.0 ±  2.6
HMtLpole = 173.2 ±  0.9
Figure 6: Summary of present determinations of Mt from electroweak data.
about 2025, the expected error in BR(Bs → µ+µ−) driven by the combination of fBs
and |Vcb| will be below 2% while the experimental error around 4–5% and therefore
still dominant. So, we expect δ(Mt)Bs→µµ ≈ ± 2.5 GeV by about 2025. In case
the experimental error on BR(Bs → µ+µ−) should reach the 2% level, it would be
mandatory to improve the estimated 1.5% error associated with higher-order effects.
In the latter case, we would obtain δ(Mt)Bs→µµ ≈ ± 1.5 GeV, see fig. 5.
Even though we have identified ∆mBs and BR(Bs → µ+µ−) as the dominant Mt discrim-
inators, we must stress that improvements in the determinations of all other observables
discussed in this paper are also important. Indeed, our basic assumption for the extraction
of the top mass from flavour physics relies on the validity of the SM up to large energy.
In order to establish whether this situation is realised in Nature or not, we need a global
analysis confirming that the CKM picture of flavour and CP violation is indeed correct
also after the expected theoretical and experimental refinements.
5 Extracting Mt from electroweak precision data
Electroweak observables depend on the top mass (and on the Higgs mass) only through
the ε1, ε2, ε3 parameters that describe corrections to the tree-level propagators of the weak
gauge bosons, and through the εb parameter that describes corrections to the Zbb¯ ver-
tex [56]. These parameters are related to combinations of physical observables and can be
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extracted from a global fit of experimental measurements:
ε1 = +(5.6± 1.0)× 10−3
ε2 = −(7.8± 0.9)× 10−3
ε3 = +(5.6± 0.9)× 10−3
εb = −(5.8± 1.3)× 10−3
with ρ =

1 0.80 0.86 −0.32
0.80 1 0.57 −0.31
0.86 0.57 1 −0.21
−0.32 −0.31 −0.21 1
 , (84)
where ρ is the correlation matrix.7 The SM predictions for these observables, for the central
values of α3(MZ) and αem(MZ) and around the measured values of Mt and Mh, are
8
ε1 = +5.22× 10−3 (Mt/173.34 GeV)3.15 (Mh/125.09 GeV)−0.15
ε2 = −7.32× 10−3 (Mt/173.34 GeV)−0.69 (Mh/125.09 GeV)−0.03
ε3 = +5.28× 10−3 (Mt/173.34 GeV)−0.01 (Mh/125.09 GeV)0.11
εb = −6.95× 10−3 (Mt/173.34 GeV)−2.18
. (85)
As discussed in section 2, in the large Mt limit the one-loop corrections to ε1 = ∆ρ
and εb = −2∆gbbL grow as M2t , while ε2 and ε3 only have a milder lnMt dependence.
Furthermore ε1 and ε3 have (in the large Mh limit) a lnMh dependence, which leads to a
negligible uncertainty, now that Mh = (125.09± 0.24) GeV is precisely measured. Figure 6
summarises the various single determinations of Mt from the ε pseudo-observables, from
which we derive our result of the global electroweak fit:
(Mt)EW = (177.0± 2.6) GeV . (86)
This result agrees with recent global fits that found Mt = (177.0 ± 2.4) GeV [16] and
Mt = (176.6±2.5) GeV [17]. In fig. 4 (right panel) we show how the uncertainty on the Mt
determination from the global fit changes, when uncertainties on the various observables
are changed one-by-one. We only show the effect of those that have the most significant
impact. We see that:
• The measurement of MW plays the key role, since we find δMt/Mt = 69 δMW/MW .
This means that measuring MW with a precision of 8 MeV (as foreseeable after
combination of the full LHC dataset [16]) can lead to a determination of Mt within
about 1.2 GeV. On the other hand, measurements of the WW production cross
section at the ILC could reduce the error on MW to about 5 MeV [29], corresponding
to a determination of Mt at the level of 0.7 GeV.
7The mean values µi, the errors σi and the correlation matrix ρij determine the χ
2 as
χ2 =
∑
i,j
(εi − µi)(σ2)−1ij (εj − µj), where (σ2)ij = σiρijσj .
8We thank S. Mishima for having provided results of recent computations.
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• The determination of Mt can also be improved by better measurements of the various
asymmetries (blue lines in the right panel of fig. 4), which determine the weak mixing
angle, and of Rb. However, only with a reduction of the present errors on these quan-
tities by more than a factor of 3 one can start observing meaningful improvements
on the determination of Mt.
• The fit is not crucially sensitive to other parameters. In particular, the uncertainty
on Mt would be affected only if the error on αem(MZ) were underestimated by more
than a factor of 2.
Since the determination of Mt from the global fit of electroweak data is largely domi-
nated by MW , it is useful to reconsider the extraction of Mt using MW as the only input
quantity. The value of MW enters the definition of the pseudo-observable ∆rW , which is
defined as the ratio of two different determinations of the weak angle:
∆rW ≡ 1− piαem(MZ)/
√
2GFM
2
Z
M2W/M
2
Z(1−M2W/M2Z)
= (−25.4± 0.95MW ± 0.10αem)× 10−3 . (87)
The numerical value has been obtained by taking the experimental values of the SM pa-
rameters given in table 1. Equation (87) shows that the uncertainty in αem(MZ) has a
subdominant influence with respect to MW . The quantity ∆rW can be computed in the
SM and expressed in terms of the ε parameters as
∆rW = − tan−2 θW ε1 + (tan−2 θW − 1) ε2 + 2 ε3
= −24.0× 10−3
(
Mt
173.34 GeV
)2.50(
Mh
125.09 GeV
)−0.14
. (88)
The above numerical expression has not been obtained by simply replacing eq. (85) into
eq. (88), but rather by using the full two-loop result that can be extracted from the calcu-
lation presented in [57]. Such result has never been included before in global electroweak
fits. By comparing eq. (87) with eq. (88) we find
(Mt)MW = (177.7± 2.8) GeV, (89)
which essentially reproduces the result in eq. (86), derived from the global fit. This shows
that the determination of the top mass from electroweak data is almost completely driven
by ∆rW and a full global fit is superfluous if one is interested in obtaining a simple, but
reliable, estimate of Mt.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have analysed indirect determinations of the top quark mass Mt. For
this purpose, in section 2 we have presented a systematic procedure to identify observables
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that, at the quantum level, have power sensitivity on the top mass, in the limit Mt MW .
This is done by considering an effective theory obtained after integrating out the top quark
in the gauge-less limit of the SM. We have divided the physical quantities sensitive to Mt
into two classes: flavour observables and electroweak observables.
In section 3 we have discussed how the top mass Mt is determined through Mt-
dependent quantum effects in the physical quantities
∆mBs , Bs → µ+µ− , ∆mBd , K , K+ → pi+νν¯ , KL → pi0νν¯ . (90)
The determination of Mt from the first two observables essentially requires only Vcb as
CKM input. Moreover, these two observables provide the best probe of Mt among flavour
processes. Hence, ∆mBs and Bs → µ+µ−, combined with a determination of Vcb and the
lattice parameters Bˆ1/2fBs and fBs , are sufficient to extract a fairly accurate estimate of
the Mt determination from flavour physics. Adding to the analysis the other observables
listed in (90) requires a complete joint fit with all CKM parameters and has a limited
impact on the extracted value of Mt. Our results are summarised in fig. 3: at present
flavour data determine Mt = (173.4 ± 7.8) GeV, with ∆mBs and Bs → µ+µ− being the
best toppometers.
In section 4 we have discussed how the uncertainty on Mt from flavour determinations
is expected to decrease significantly in the future, mostly thanks to better measurements
of Bs → µ+µ−, to better lattice computations of the hadronic parameters entering the SM
prediction of ∆mBs and Bs → µ+µ− and to improved theoretical calculations of short-
distance effects. We have estimated that the uncertainty on Mt can be brought down to
3 GeV by 2020 and to 1.7 GeV by 2025.
In section 5 we have considered electroweak data, finding that at present they determine
Mt = (177.0 ± 2.6) GeV. We have found that MW and Γ(Z → bb¯) are the most sensitive
quantities, because of the power dependence on Mt of their quantum corrections. However,
MW is by far the best toppometer in electroweak physics. We have presented analytic
expressions to extract Mt from measurements of MW which take into account recently
computed two-loop electroweak quantum corrections [57], not yet included in global fit
codes. Figure 4 (right panel) shows that a more precise measurement of MW is the key
player for an improved determination of Mt from electroweak observables. As experiments
at the LHC are expected to reduce the uncertainty on MW to about 8 MeV [16], it is
foreseeable that electroweak physics will determine Mt with a precision of about 1.2 GeV.
In the future, a global fit of all indirect determinations of Mt, from both electroweak
and flavour data, will provide significant information. Even if indirect measurements do
not surpass direct determinations in precision, the comparison between indirect and direct
analyses will carry essential information, especially in view of the theoretical ambiguities
in the extraction of Mt from collider experiments.
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